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As the bicentennial of the American Revolution approaches, the

Oratory-and polemic literature of that cOnflictpromise to become popular

subjects of interpretation by rhetorical critics. The sheer volume of this

rhetorical discourse poses= special problems of methodology and focus to

the critic. By 1775 there were thirty-eight newspapers -in the Arnerica.n

colonies "crowded with columns-of arguments-and couriter7arguments"iin

the forms of essays, sermons, official= documents and speeches. 1783

The ,rh-etorio of the evolution constituteS-one- of the-most significant

odies = =of American public- address; but how can it -be most profitabl

studied? Recent rhetorical criticism of the Revolution reflects the =assume

tions of two different schools of American historiograph Harry

errs study =of fast and thanksgiving serm.ons an ichae eatherl

Kerr's subsequent study of election sermons and Harold D. Mixon s article

maintains that the significance of anti-British agitation in the American
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colonies "lies in the emergence, not of Cpropaganda leaders and methods

and organizations, but of well-defined constitutional principles. "6

While the propaganda and idealist approaches have yielded revealing

studies, each approach is fragmentary and provides a less than satisfying

orientation for rhetoriCal criticism. The propaganda approach implies

that Revolutionary leaders fed carefully concocted pieces of persuasion to

a passive audience. It focuses on technique and draws attention away from

substance. In short, it reduces the rhetoric of the American Revolution to

"mere" rhetoric. These limitations_ha've convinced historian Bernard

Bailyn that "the whole idea of propaganda in its modern meaning" is mis-

leading when applied to t writin s of t e merican evolution.r

not account for the more frenzied= rhetoric which often involved_ fervent

time, the approach discussed here recognizes that agitational or propagan-

distic strategies, such =as Ethose outlined =by Smith in the Rhetoric of Black
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Revolution, did operate in the Revolutionary rhetoric. Specifically, the

present study suggests a critical= approach focusing on the notion of myth-,

making in the rhetoric-of the American Revolution and provides a case

study in this method by examining the persuasive literature of Francis

Hopkinson, a leading Revolutionary spokesman.

;The Piniction

Arthur L. Smith describes the two- basic dimensions of revolutionary

rhetoric as a.ggression and unification. Aggressive rhetoric is served by

three rhetorical strategies: = (1) vilificationverbal attack =on an opposition

leader, objectification--verbal attack on neral, and

e opposi-

rhetoric-is served= primar

revolutionary agitator creates a spiritua

vthication in =w

through appeals which= suggest ='

moverrient"

e sanction of supra-rational force

Smith_ AS:_p-primarily_ -fexhortative-An--_the

-congratulation_by the agitator in

ication a s= a conscious= =and deliberate =tool of revolu-

tionists. But speakers may not always recognize t_he = mythication= function

of their own rhetoric. Paul Brandes observes in The Rhetoric of

Revolt, much revolutionary rhetoric "stems from the revolutionary's need

for identification, because, in the process = of divorcing himself =from the

images of the past, he welcomes new symbols to restore his= security



[emphasis added . In addition, if revolutionary rhetors believe their1112

own rhetoric, it must influence them as well as their auditors. They be-

come controlled by the very appeals they employ. Political scientist Max

J. Skidmore speaks to this _point= when he observes that "historically,

Americans more` often seem- to haire been the prisoners of their words,

rather than cynical manipulators using language for political advantage. ,,13

Myth-making , then, -might be more properly considered a function of revolu-

tionary rhetoric, rather than.a planned strategy-of the rhetor.

Whereas aggressive rhetoric, in Smith's sense, is dependent on a

particular= enemy whose actions- are interpreted in terms of the immediate

hication,

creating a national ethos raay, indee the foundation u on which

The rhetorical literature of the- merican Revolution and early nation-



The question of American identity centered on how Americans per-

ceived themselves. What did they feel united them? What characteristics

did they regard as uniquely theirs? And what destiny did they imagine for

their young country? By attempting to resolve these questions, the rhetoric

of the American Revolution fulfilled a mythication function not dissimilar to

the present day Black revolutionists' creation of a Black identity among

American Negros. 17

The strategies of aggressive rhetoric may also be employed to sup-

port the mythication function. In order to bolster morale and win over the

"trimmers" who hesitated between the Loyalist andarid= Patriot camps, Revolu-

tionary spokesmen both attacked the enemy and attempted to promote

American unity. The British themselves acknowledged "that the rebels

had some d-mn'd good writers on their side of the question. " 18 Certainly

one of those "d-mn'd good writers" was Francis Hopkinson, who has been

characterized by literary historian Bruce Granger as "the foremost essay-

ist of the Revolution. "19 Hopkinson, a member of the colonial aristocracy-
.

and Philadelphia's intellectual elite, could be--considered sonIcthing, of a

A Political Allegory, with introduction and historical notes by Benson J.

Lossing (1774 rpt. , New York: Dana and Company, 1858), which is a re-

print of Hopkinson's Written in the Year of Our Lord 1774

la Peter Grievous, Philadelphia: John Dunlap 1774),

'On the- Late Continental

Fast," Pennsylvania Magazine, , pp. 309-310; (3) 'A Prophecy, "

written about April 1776, and included in Hopkinson, Essa

(4) a __sermon delivered =on the Colonies°= Day of Fasting and Prayer, May

15, 1776 (excerpts published in Hastings, Hopkinson, pp.- 205-206);

(5) "Date Obolum Relesario," _= Pennsylvania Packet, April 22,

28Michael= McGiffert, ed. , The= Character of Americans:1
Readings (Homewood, The Dorsey Press, 1964), pp. v - -vi:

math, Rhetoric of Black Revolution, p.

T-he---Literalt-y-History-Of-the American -Revolu-



well as a conscious effort to define America and Americans. Hopkinson's

persuasive efforts exemplify the mythication function and show how aggres-

sive strategies are interwoven with it.

Hopkinson's rhetorical works reveal both the author and his audience.

His rhetoric contains what Edwin Black calls "the second persona"--the

American auditor implied by his discourse, the "beckoning archtype" of

the new American. 21 To be effective, Hopkinson had to link support for

the Revolution with the beliefs of his American public, while at the same

time reinterpreting and restructuring their beliefs in order to create a new

sell-awareness. One of his principle vehicles for accomplishing these

goals was political satire, which, by vir i indirection,tue of its_ ndrection, gained access

to a broader audience than did his harsher propaganda.

Kenneth Burke maintains that "critical or imaginative works are.

answers to questions posed by the situation in which they arose. They are

not merely answers, they are strategic answers, stylized answers. "

"Every document bequeathed to us by history, " Burke continues, "must be

treated as a strategy for encompassing a situation. I 22 If one accepts

34"The Battle= of the Kegs," Pennsylvania Packet, March 4, 1778;

Hastings, Hopkinson, p. 295; and James Thatcher, Military Journal During

"Hopkinson explicitly celebrated the American destiny in two

theatrical productions. The first, The Tem e of ,Minerva was a semi-
- _

operatic allegory in two scenes performed in Philadelphia on Dec. 11,

1781, before a small private audience which included George Washington

itand his wife. Hopkinson promptly published the libretto as The TeMple of



Burke's point of vievv, then Hopkinson's rhetoric must be considered not

only as deliberate persuasion but also as a less conscious attempt to re-

solve the personal problem of an American Identity.

HoPkinson exemplifies thenew American seeking a national identity.

Prior to the Revolution, he viewed himself-as a loyal and proud citizen of

the British Empire. Given his background and the pro-British sentiments

expressed in his early -writings, it is surprising that he did not become a

Loyalist. He had many Tory connections whose favor he could ill afford to

lose, including his cousin by Lord North, George Ill's prime

overmnent.

and submitted a plan for the Great Seal

the United Staths.

ardent Patriot par-

rz

s_acceS-

sion to the throne. Only-fifteen years later Hopkinson renounced his king,

characterizing him as a "faithless boy" who lusted after America.26 This

budding revolutionist who had once thought of himself as British now had to

discover what it was that made him an merican. Such a= need was common

to-his contemporaries ,and-itsireaoltition- eSsentiaLt6:-theieStablishment of a
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national identity. Hopkinson's rhetoric contributed to a mythication function

which filled this void and thus formed an important part of American Revolu-

tionary persuasion.

His speeches and writings between 1774 and 1773 reflect a drastic

change in his notion of how America was tied to England. Before the Revolu-

tion he defined America in terms of-its "child-parent" relationship with

Britainbut by 1178 he invoked the power of myth by symbolizing

America as an orphan child =of God, ordained to be the new host of the

"Goddess Freedom." This transformation permitted the assertion _of= a

27separate national character, a distinct= American people.

As one -" scholar_ -of= the American c aracter notes, no special acuity

was needed to perceive_ that_ evolutionary America consisted-of a patch-

Americans, he employed the =aggressive strategies of ridicule and invective,

Smith= observes that the m hication function in revolutionary rhetoric

"always operates for a specific group that can be defined to the exclusion of

others. The rhetor who employs mythication gives his audience a feeling

of particularity. "29 By poking fun at the British, Hopkinson helped-to



dispel Americans' "colonial-minded" awe of England. While other literary

propaganaists such as Philip Freneau aroused bitter hatred against Eng-
...

land, Hopkinson often humorously belittled her and contrasted what he

considered the national characters =of Englishmen and Americans."

A call for a sense of American-ness dominated much of Hopkinson's

Revolutionary-rhetoric. He chidedthose Americans who looked up to the

English "as patterns of perfection in all things." Colonial rule, he main-

tained, had produced a shameful dependence on English taste and thought.

Instead of aping their British enethies, *Hopkinson asserted, Ainericans

ould "hold theria and their conduct in utter -a

Hopkinson's works abound with compa.risons and contrasts designed

to destroy the British ethos and= establish - a_ favorable American i entity.

tellectua.11y inquiring than Englishmen. In is allegorica.1 prose American

Americans, he note "turn their hands to ever hing; their situation

son's humorous balladi "The Battle of the rKegs,_'' dekbrate



ingenuity and British ineptitude at waging war. Widely published and sung

to the tune of Yankee= Doodle, the ballad became one of the most popular

camp songs of the Revolution. 34

With obvious glee, Hopkinson further insisted that Americans were

generally moreltnowledgeable and intellectually inquiring than Englishmen.

He expressed shock at the "extreme ignorance of the common people [of

Englanc " who knew only their "particular branch of business._" Little

England, he scorned, was the Britisher's universe. 35

"It is quite otherwise in America, !" Hopkinson announced. "The low-

Public libraries were found in many towns and all cities; "not a shoemaker

The American Destiny



The future glory of America became an article of faith with Hopkin-

-son, and apparently:with his audience as well. In a theatrical production=

most distinguished for its undiluted patriotism, Hopkinson had the goddess

Minerva praise Columbia in six tortured= stanzas and then proc1P-1,71 "The

Gods decree/ That she-shall be/ A nation great confess. __inerica was

destined to be the home of liberty, the generator, of genius, and a center of

commerce.
. -

Hopkinson liberally sprinkled the words "liberty" and 'freedom"

throughotit his works. In one of= his carhp ballads- he announded that "Fair

reedom, who had previously "in ritain her throne erected, .- . . for-

on= our mountains, a -more honor Id

station. 11 America had won '-_'a= naked goddess and the federal constitution

ould clothe this goddess Liberty "in ro es of social happiness "39

As the home of libert America - would stimulate genius as no des-

otic country could. Hopkinson conceived of genius, not in terms of an

individual's mental endowment, but rather as a kind of supra-rational force

estined to flourish on the vast American continent. he eyes of Europe,

Along with genius would grow a vigorous commerce based on a har-
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mechanical arts in America" by selecting Washington and Franklin as its

great Revolutionary leaders. 41

igly felt and warmly received,= Hopkinson's concept of the

American destiny remained somewhat vague and incomplete. Perhaps he

best captured his imprecise vision of the American future in a single

stanza which he included in both an ode and an oration:

Science shall flourish--Genius stretch her= wing,

In native strains Columbian Muses sing:

Wealth Town the Arts-,s-and ,Tustice _cleanse her:scales, _

Conimer-ce= her pond

or all its lack of specificity, this rhetoric =was = directed toward creating =a

vision with which Hopkinson's peculiarly American audience could identify.

Curiously, contemporary critics lauded Hopkinson only for his

1143aggressive rhetoric of uirresistible_ridicule. Apparently they were too

closely involved Revolutionary persuasion to appreciate the equally

portant function of his rhetoric as a unifying- force in the_new nation. From

the perspective of two centuries, Hopkinson's significant contributions to

e rhetoric of the = American Revolution = appear= =to be not only his ridicule

of the enemy, but also his articulation of a uniquely American character

and destiny. To employ Richard Weaver's rhetorical lexicon, Hopkinson

helped to elevate the word "liberty, " genius, " and commerce" to the
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status of "ultimate terms" or "uncontested terms" of Revolutionary Amer-

ica. Symbols of this sort might be considered "a common denominator"

uniting Americans and giving them a special identity. 44

Hopkinson's rhetoric was not at all unusual. Similar appeals to a

unique American character and destiny echoed from other Revolutionary

spokesmen and the: seeds of these appeals can be traced back to the ser-

mons and tracts of the colonial settlement- period. 45 More important, the

mythication themes= which flowered in the, rhetoric of the 'Revolution contin-

ued to grow during at least the next hundred years of American patriotic

COnse quently---- submit_ that _in order =to' grasp _the full _sign_

cance of American_Revollitionary_s rhetorio- icholars_:should__focusz-their

attention on the=

rhetoric of the American

h-maldigfunction operating in that= rhetoric. The

evolution was more than= manipulated propaganda

and borrowed abstractions; it expressed ideas with= personal significance to

s rhetors and auditors--ideas with perhaps lasting impact= on the future

merican public address.

If rhetorical critics wish to join in the search for e ethos_ of_Amer-

ica beneath the surface of its literature, "47 they might profitably examine

the rhetoric of the American- Revolution for the notion of America which

Revolutionary rhetors worked so feverishly to communicate to their fellow

Americaris-.:_
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1Bernard
Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolu-

tion (Cambridge: Harvara University Press, 1967), pp. 1, 8. _
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'Ideological Origins_ of the American Revolution, p. ix. Bailyn

came to this conclusion through a study of -over= 400 Revolutionary --pam-

phlets; also see Wood, "Rhetoric and Reality, " pp. 7-10, 31.

8The school of historical = interpretation identified with Edmund S.

Morgan's writings on the Revolution has been variously labeled "neo-Whig,

"idealist, " and "consensus. or an explanation and = critique of this inter-
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pretation, see Wood, "Rhetoric and Reality, " pp.

Bailyn, ed. Pamphlets of the American Revolution: 1750-1776,

bridge: Harvard University Press, 1965 ; Wood, e Creation of the
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Prentice-Hall Inc. , 1971); and Smith,= Rhetoric of Black Revolution

(Boston; Allyn and Bacon, 1969). = Like_ =Bailyn = and Brandes I am consid-
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ering the political rhetoric of the troubled period= between the - end -of= the

war and the ratification of the federal constitution as an integral-part of

Smith first

developed this taxonomy of revolutionary rhetoric in his doctoral disserta-
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tion, "Samuel Adams' Agitational Rhetoric of Revolution, " UCLA, 1968.

"Although Smith does note that these "devices" are "not always

consciously contrived in an- agitator's rhetoric," his subsequent discussion

of mythication considers it only as a rhetorical technique under the direct

control of the agitator (Rhetoric of Black Revolution, pp. 26, 34-40).

--1:47F-Or_i==ariz- ri-.1-ysis-=Lthe --inte-raction= bettveen lariguage=and-inational

merican Quarter

From Indian_ Queen to Uncle Sam," in Frontiers of American Culture,
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James L. Golden and Richard D. Rieke, The Rhetoric of Black Americans

(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co. , 1971), pp. 497-502.

19Political Satire in the American Revolution, 1763-1783 (Ithaca,

Hastings, = Hopkinson.

of New Castle on the Delaware River in April, 1772, and a- -seat on t

King's Council of the Province of_ New Jersey in May, 1774; Hastings,

6-167, 170.
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miralty for Pennsylvania; Hastings, Hopkinson, pp. 212-213, 218-220,

234, 240-257; and Hastings, "Francis Hopkinson and the American Flag, "
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25Isor example, James R. Andrews has traced this shift in "The Rhet-

oric of a Lobbyist: Benjamin Franklin in England, 1765-1775, " Central

his Present Gracious Majesty George III == Performed at a PuLlic Commence-

laneous Essays and Occasional WritingS of Francis Hopkinson,
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Packet, April 2Z, 177

possible I have quoted from the original works which possess the vigorous

and-the re-

"This change in American symbolism= can be observed in_ the follow-

ing five works by Hopkinson: The Old Farm and the New Farm:
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""An Address to the American PhilosopiLical Society, Held at

Philadelphia, For= Promoting Useful Knowledge, Delivered January 16,

1784, " Hopkinson, Essays, I, 360-361, 366.

41Observations on the Federal Procession, " American Museum,
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Also see-_Bra.ndeS;

6Rhetorical critic Howard H. Martin and historian Robert P. Hay

have both sketched the themes =of America's unique character and destiny

in fourth of July oratory from 1777 to 1877; see Martin, "Th Fourth of
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Tree: A Symbol for American Patriots, " QJS, 55 (Dec. 1969), 414-424.

Also see Van Alstynels discussion of "The Revolution and its Mythology, "

in The Genesis of American Nationalism, pp. 53-114.

47Leon Howard, Literature and the American Tradition (Garden

City, N. Y.: Doubleday and Company, 1960), p. 5.

N.B. In this papers the author's term "north- making" is used interchangably
with Arthur L. Smith's term "mythication."


